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What is a Seed?

Do you know what a seed is?  Take your best guess as to what a seed is 
and either write down what you think or draw a picture below.
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Seeds

Seeds contain baby plants which can grow into adult plants.

Seeds can be found outdoorsSeeds can be found outdoors.
Seeds can be found all over your backyard or at the park.

Seeds come in many shapes and sizes.

All of the below pictures are pictures of seeds.

These are maple tree seeds.
These are fun because they look

like helicopters when they fall.

This is a coconut.  A
coconut is a big seed!

These small, dark, spherical
seeds will grow into broccoli.

This is grass seed. This is a hollyhock seed.
A hollyhock is a flower.

A dandelion is a weed that is yellow.
When it goes older it “goes to seed.”

The white, fluffy things where the yellow
leaves used to be are seeds.
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Seeds

Draw a line between the seed and the shape that is most similar.
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Seeds
Go to the park, or to your backyard, and look for seeds.

Draw pictures of the seeds you find in the squares below.
Count many squares are below.  How many are there? _______
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Seed Identification

Circle the pictures that are seeds.
Cross out the pictures that are not seeds.
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Seed Anatomy

What do you think are the parts of a seed?  Write or draw what you think below.
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The Anatomy of the Seed

All seeds have an embryo and some food.

The embryo is the baby plant.  It is a fertilized ovum.  It has the potential to grow into 
an adult plant.

The seed coat is called the testa.  The seed coat is wrapped around the baby plant’s 
food supply.  The baby plant’s food supply is called an endosperm.  

Endosperm-
Food for the
Baby plant

Embryo –
Baby Plant

Seed Coat - Testa

If people grew from seeds, would a people seed look like this?  
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Seeds

A seed cut in half may look like this:

Seed Coat

Embryo

Endosperm, or food
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Germination

Do you know what germination is?  Take your best guess and write below or 
draw a picture below of what you think germination is.
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Germination – The Waking of the Seed

Germination is the “waking up” of a seed.  Germination occurs 
when a seed goes from a dry, dormant state into an activated 

seed that will turn into a plant.p

The seeds in seed packets are dormant.
The seeds on the top of a dandelion are dormant.

A dormant seed is sort of like a sleeping seed.

Endosperm-
Food for theEmbryo –

Baby Plant

T k th d th b b l t i id th d b

Baby plantBaby Plant

Seed Coat - Testa

To wake up the seed, or the baby plant inside, the seed can be 
soaked in water.  As the seed soaks in water the seed coat fills up 

and gets so big that it breaks.  As the seed soaks up water the 
baby plant wakes up and starts to grow.  It uses the food inside 

the seed until it is olderthe seed until it is older.

FoodBaby Plant
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Getting a Seed to Germinate

Some seeds have thin seed coats and can soak up water easily 
and start to germinate right away.

Endosperm-
Food for the
Baby plant

Embryo –
Baby Plant

Seed Coat - Testa

Some seeds have thick seed coats and they need an animal to 
gnaw on it to break open the seed coat so water can get in.  

Which seeds below do you think needs an animal to gnaw on it toWhich seeds below do you think needs an animal to gnaw on it to 
help the baby plant grow?
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Which Animals Help Germination?

Circle the animals below that help seeds grow by gnawing on or 
eating the seeds.
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Germination – The Waking of the Seed

After the seed coat has soaked up enough water, the seed coat 
can split.  Light can then reach the baby plant, or the embryo.  

The embryo or baby plant starts to growThe embryo, or baby plant, starts to grow.

The process of the seed waking up is called germination.

After a seed germinates, the baby plant is called a seedling.g , y p g

The seedling grows its root, stem, and leaves.

Leaf

Stem

Tap Root – The tap root is the big root 
that first grows into the ground.  Little 
roots form off of the tap root.
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Germination – The Waking of the Seed

Label the parts
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Seed Dispersal

How do you think seeds get around the world, get planted, and grow?
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Gravity

Seeds that are heavy and dense tend to fall very close to their parent plant.  Light, fluffy 
seeds tend to travel further away from their parent plants.

Which seeds below do you think will fall close to the parent plants?  Which seeds will go 
furthest away from their parent plants? Cut out the seeds below and glue them into thefurthest away from their parent plants?  Cut out the seeds below and glue them into the 
correct square.

Stay Close Travel Fary
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Wind Dispersal
The wind helps to disperse seeds.  In fact, some seeds have shapes that are designed to 
travel better in the wind.  Seeds that travel by wind, or air current, can be grouped into the 
following types:

Gliders:  
Glider seeds seem to have 2 wings that remind you of an airplane.  In fact, 
some of the early gliders and kites were designed after studying glider 
seeds.

Parachutes:  
Parachute seeds look a little like an umbrella.  Have you ever held an 

b ll h it’ i d ? D b h th b ll t dumbrella when it’s very windy?  Do you remember how the umbrella wanted 
to blow away in the wind?  Parachute seeds are like that.

Helicopters: 
These seeds are thicker and stronger on one side of the seed than the otherThese seeds are thicker and stronger on one side of the seed than the other.  
The heavy/light distribution causes the seed to spin when it is in the air.  
Helicopter seeds can have one or two “wings.”

Spinners:
Spinner travel long and far in the air. Spinners are flat, circular shapedSpinner travel long and far in the air.  Spinners are flat, circular shaped 
seeds.

Cottony Seeds:
Cottony seeds are light, fluffy “balls” with seeds in the middle.

Tumbleweeds:
Tumbleweeds are big weedy things that hold a bunch of seeds in them.  As 
the wind blows the tumbleweed around, the seeds fall out.  Tumbleweeds 
can be taller than people.

MiMisc:
The remaining wind-blown seeds are put into this category.
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Wind Dispersal

Draw a line between the picture and the type of wind-blown seed 
it might represent.

Parachute

Helicopter

Cottony

Tumbleweed

Spinners

Gliders
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Oceans and Water

Some plants are more likely to use water for seed dispersal than others.  These 
plants tend to grow in the water.

The seeds float in the river, ocean, or current for a month or two before they start to 
grow into a plant.

Circle the plants below that you think disperse their seeds by using water.
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Animals

Some animals, such as squirrels and mice, like to eat seeds (and nuts), so they 
gather the seeds up and move them to a storage area.

These animals are helping the plants to disperse their seeds.

Some animals will eat the seeds and the seed coat will get damaged in the animals’ 
stomachs.  The animals (poop) will then excrete the seed and the seed will be ready 
to germinate.  Birds commonly disperse seeds this way.
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Experiments

Scientists perform experiments to test their hypothesis.  A hypothesis is a fancy 
word for “guess.”  

So, scientists think about the world, or something in particular, and make a 
guess.  The guess is called a hypothesis.

How do scientists know if their guess is right or wrong?  They do an 
experimentexperiment.

The following pages contain the procedure for growing a bean plant.

You can do experiments with growing a bean plant.  

Think about the bean plant and what it needs to grow.

What would happen if you put the bean plant in a 
closet instead of in the sun?  What is your guess?  

Run an experiment to prove or disprove your guess.  
W h th i t f l ?Was your hypothesis true or false?

Use the experiment logs at the end of this book to 
record your experiments.
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Procedure: Grow a bean plant

Get a bean seed.  Soak the bean seed in water overnight. 1
This is a bean seed in a glass of 
water.

Why do you need to soak the y y
bean seed in water overnight?

Get a bean seed Soak the bean seed in water overnightGet a bean seed.  Soak the bean seed in water overnight.

The bean on the left has not 
been soaked overnight.  The 
bean seed on the right had 
soaked overnight.

What is different about the 
soaked seed?

What happened to make theWhat happened to make the 
seed different?
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Procedure: Grow a bean plant

Put the bean seed in a pot of soil 2
Be sure to use the bean seed that 
was soaked overnight!

Why does the bean seed need to 
be put in soil?

Push the bean seed underneath the soil just 
enough for it to be covered with soil.g
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Procedure: Grow a bean plant 3

Keep the seed 
near a window 
sill or a sunny 
place in your 
house.

Water the seed 
daily, but not too 
much.  Just keep 

the soil moist.

What does dry soil look like? How much water do you need to add each 
day to keep the soil moist?

What does moist soil look like?
Do you need to add more or less water 
depending on the weather outside?

What does dry soil feel like?

What do you think?  Does the amount of 
water needed to keep the soil moist change

What does moist soil feel like?

water needed to keep the soil moist change 
across the planet?
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Experiment: Grow a bean plant

First signs of germination 4
Why do you need to keep the 
plant near the sunlight?

Leaves grow
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Procedure: Grow a bean plant

Remove the plant from the soil and gently 
brush it off.  What do you see? 5y

Draw a picture of your bean plant and label 
the parts.p

Find the tap root and label it.

Find the stem and label it.

Find the leaves and label them.
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Experiments: Growing Bean Plants

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a

Control

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a 
control.  For the control, you run through the bean plant 
growing procedure and don’t change anything.  Follow the 
procedure exactly and record everything that happens.  Then, 
with subsequent experiments, only change one thing, one 
variable, at a time.

Date  started: Time of day started:

# Hours bean soaked: Where was the bean seed grown?

Watering frequency: How much water at each watering?

Describe soil bean seed was planted in.

Day # first green appeared: Day # when plant reached 1 inch tall:

Fertilizer? Did you talk to the bean seed/plant?

Date finished:Date finished:

Other observations:
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Experiments: Growing Bean Plants

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a

Half as much 
water as the 
control plant

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a 
control.  For the control, you run through the bean plant 
growing procedure and don’t change anything.  Follow the 
procedure exactly and record everything that happens.  Then, 
with subsequent experiments, only change one thing, one 
variable, at a time.

Date  started: Time of day started:

# Hours bean soaked: Where was the bean seed grown?

Watering frequency: How much water at each watering?

Describe soil bean seed was planted in.

Day # first green appeared: Day # when plant reached 1 inch tall:

Fertilizer? Did you talk to the bean seed/plant?

Date finished:Date finished:

Other observations:
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Experiments: Growing Bean Plants

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a
Plant only 
allowed 

sunlight for 4 
hours a day

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a 
control.  For the control, you run through the bean plant 
growing procedure and don’t change anything.  Follow the 
procedure exactly and record everything that happens.  Then, 
with subsequent experiments, only change one thing, one 
variable, at a time.

Date  started: Time of day started:

# Hours bean soaked: Where was the bean seed grown?

Watering frequency: How much water at each watering?

Describe soil bean seed was planted in.

Day # first green appeared: Day # when plant reached 1 inch tall:

Fertilizer? Did you talk to the bean seed/plant?

Date finished:Date finished:

Other observations:
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Experiments: Growing Bean Plants

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a

Plant given 
plant food

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a 
control.  For the control, you run through the bean plant 
growing procedure and don’t change anything.  Follow the 
procedure exactly and record everything that happens.  Then, 
with subsequent experiments, only change one thing, one 
variable, at a time.

Date  started: Time of day started:

# Hours bean soaked: Where was the bean seed grown?

Watering frequency: How much water at each watering?

Describe soil bean seed was planted in.

Day # first green appeared: Day # when plant reached 1 inch tall:

Fertilizer? Did you talk to the bean seed/plant?

Date finished:Date finished:

Other observations:
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Experiments: Growing Bean Plants

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a control. For
Talked to plant with 
plant at mouth level 

for 10 minutes a 
day

Before doing your bean plant experiments, you need a control.  For 
the control, you run through the bean plant growing procedure and 
don’t change anything.  Follow the procedure exactly and record 
everything that happens.  Then, with subsequent experiments, only 
change one thing, one variable, at a time.

Date  started: Time of day started:

# Hours bean soaked: Where was the bean seed grown?

Watering frequency: How much water at each watering?

Describe soil bean seed was planted in.

Day # first green appeared: Day # when plant reached 1 inch tall:

Fertilizer? Did you talk to the bean seed/plant?

Date finished:Date finished:

Other observations:
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Answers

Stay Close Travel Far

Seed Dispersal: Gravity

Seed Identification
Circle the pictures that are seeds.
Cross out the pictures that are not 

seeds.
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